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!News Briets!Bloodmohile Due On Tuesday
SPECIAIJIZATION NEWS 
B·BA students who have reached 
the 2 Sophomore class, and who 
have not as y;et done so, are re­
quired to secure faculty approval 
of a specia.11ization group. Students 
who are specializing in Public Ac­
countancy do no.t need this ap­
proval but must follow the pre­
scribed sequence as listed in the
Gumeular Handbook for BBA stu­
dents. However, students pursuing 
the Private Accounting specializa­
tion group must secure faculty ap­
proval. 'li'he Curricular Handboolt
contains listings of all the possible 
fields @f specialization and copies 
a:rre available in the Evening Ses­
sion Of,fice. 
NOTE: If you wish to teach Ac­
countancy and Business Practice, 
Mer,ehandising and Salesmansllip 
or �tenography and 'l?ypewriting, 
Y.OU;i; attention is called to special 
information in the Curricular 
Handbook. 
AAS students wh@ have com­
pleted 30 credits, and who have n@t 
as yet done so, are required to 
secure faculty approval of a spe­
cialization group. Students who ame 
specializing in General Accounting 
do not need tn�s approval but must 
follow the preseribed sequence as 
listed in the Curriculrur, RandbG,ok 
This· scene, from a previous Bloqd Bank Drive, will be repeated 
Tuesday, Ma:rch, 12, when the Red Croi,s Bloodmobile once again visits 
the Baruch School. 
for AAS students . .  Thi.s Handl)qok« C • A l '' • · TV contains -Jisting .Of a,H· 'tl'i:e'"J)\)'Sgi!lle . ,. ,. ·ty� I u ,n'n,7/ on , field's of 'speoializati0n' and,-is' ·avail- . ,' .'. · . ' • I/ii,. • ' . / al:!le jn the Ev.ening Sessi0n·Of-fice. 
I 
Set Goal of 150 Pints 
By Teri Skop 
Personal soliciting for l;>lood donors began Monday night, 
February 24, and will be ·culminated on Tuesday, March 12, 
when contributions will be accepted in the second floor 
lounges of the Student Cente,r be--<1•->-------------
tween 4:45 and 8 :�5 P.M. ' The procedure is painless and 
�lood Bank Char�an, Henry I?. should take no more than 45 min­
Fr1eclman, has set this year's goal utes from the time the ·donor en­
at a 'minimum of �50 pints. "Al- ters the lounge until he finishes 
though the last drive netted 152 his refreshments and leaves. Re­
pints of blood," he stated, "mor� freshments will include milk •cof­
than 100 have been used, leaving fee, orange juice and raisins. 
the bank at a dangerously low <Baruch is .the only undergrad­
level.", I uate school in the city to have a
All. students, faculty mem)3ers Bank of this kind. 'Most hospitals 
and college personnel are eligible require patients to provide for the 
' to donate provided they are in replacement of two pints of blood 
good health and between the ages for each one drawn, or charge ah 
of 18 and 59. Donors under 21 must average price of $50 per pint. 
have their parent's signature on Baruch students and faculty, as 
thf,ir pledge cards. All pr.ospective well as their families are entitled 
donors will be examined to de- to gDaw an unlimited s�ppl¥. Each 
termine their eligibility. and every Bar;uchian retains this 
Students who mis,s ·part, or all, privilege throughout his entire col­
of their classes in order to donate lege career, and for one yeaT there­
wi11 be issued eoccuse notes exillain- after. 
ing their absence . Faculty_ ·mem- 'l?he one pint of blood that you 
bers will be processed ii;nmediately. · (Continued on Page 3) 
Camp3-igii BeginS 
"'.ne'!l. report�ng to a Speciali-





lat�t Ciity Colilege today is richer by $1,l00 tm.aFl'ks to the "Operation Night .Owl," '-';'he Reporter's campaign to 
The advisory hours of the :liaci;tl- combined efforts of. three of its distinguished a:J,u:mni: Dr. elevate the status' of the E,vening Session student, is being 









�;�� El. Lowel,l, a member of the .State;· • 'Jlhe basic plan stems from the 
ning Session Bullemn Boa,rd. Commis,sion on Human Rights; and; , , 












�: Mardi Gr:as, the Baruch School 
charity cani.ival, is scheduled to sh0:w, "AlumJ:\i Fun," a program , and innovations. (See story on 
take place April 27. The carnival with teams composed of ma,dua,tes Students from the State and City Univers
1ities of New Page 5.) 
is highlighted by various amuse- from va,ri<;>us colleges and univer- . y 0rk will arrive in Albany on'Mareh 11 for a mass aemonsti'a- The program, which has been a 
ment b@oths, a stage show,, and the sities; �ompeting aga�st . one an- -�--��--��- - year in planning, has already re­
c:rrow;ning of the Ma,Fdi Gras queen,. ot�er m hop�s of wmrung cash ti0n in SU�])ert of free tuition.• ceived the "unofficial" sanction and
The queen will be selected from pnzes for the1r school. CGN•Y was After a mar.ch in front of the Bills to r,estore free tuition liave approval of several faculty mem-
entrants in the day and evening opposed by three, member.s of the Ca1>itol building from 3 to 6 p.m., heen introduced in the Assembly bers who have felt the need for a 
sessions. Five finalists are ch0sen f'.1-rner seoc,. all alumnae of Mundel- by eharles Hender.son, Re'publican new appi:oach to the. E;vening Ses-
at the Queen's Dance t0 Be held em College. the students will attend a rally to of Hornell, and Melville Abrams, sion students whicn includes : 
Ma,rch 29 in an outside hall. Makes Good Start . be addressed by pro�nent support- Democrat of . the Bronx, among • A statistical profile of the The booths, designed, built and City started off on' the right eFs of free tu:.itiow. Later, while the others. 
manned by various organizations, side by answering correctly the State As�embly is in its evening CUNY Students Concerned 
E-vening Ses�ion student body; 
a<re loc�ted th:rroughout �e cl'ass-. first three questions, pairing <:rov- session, the students will obser:v-e W .. ,,.. U : . . d' 
o Student evalu·ation of cur-
i:00ms. ,m the School, sel"Villlg as a ernors Bi,o-\vn-, Faubus, Peal:iody, h di 
· , -hi{e v1ty mvers1ty stu en.ts l'.icula; 
backdrop for the myster,y theme. and Barnett with the states which· 
t e procee' ngs. ' are not direct!¥ fl;l.ced by tuitio_n 
The . theme . is chosen _bef?reAand' they govern; the Straits of, Gibral-
The students are seeking to re- fees, they are concerned about the o Student evaluation of .instruc-
but rs not disclosed until tlie ruglit tar and Messinia with the land stoFe the' g;uarantee of free tuition Board of Trustees' proposal that tors. 
of the Queen's Dance. masses they separ,ate; and the two to the State Education Law, two state aid to the university should
This year's ·entertainment will be treaties signed recently between years after it was removed by the be, withheld if tuition charges are 
pr.ovided by a well know person- France and Germany, and between ·State Legislature. Last month the not imposed. 
ality to be announced at a future the United States and Spain. For State Univ.er.s,i.ty Board of 'l\rustees'1' Student leadeJ1S in a,ll units of 
date. the next six questions on the sub- announced plans to charge a, tui" tlie State , and City' Universities 
PLAYRADS ANNOUNCES -
CASTING 
jects of spotts and history, CCNY tion fee of $400 a year at hereto- have been notified of plans ,for. the 
answered three, for a total of six fore free units of the university. March 11th rally. Me?,nwhile, let­
cori-ect answers at $100 a ques- Legislative action could reverse terwriting and petition campaigns 
Playrads has anpounced that tion, or $600. This fell slightly the Board. are· being conducted on campus. 
casting for this semester's major behind Mundelein's nine coITect 1---------------- - ------­
production, "Mr. Roberts,"will take ans,vers good for $900: Mundel­
place Tuesday, Wednesday and ein was declared the winner and 
Thursday, March 5th through 7th will return to the show next week 
in Room 4-N, 23rd Street building. to try to continue their winning 
All Evening Session students are streak. City's winnings were aug­
eligible to try out. There are some mented by a $500 donation from 
18 male roles and one female role the prog,1·am's sponsor to bring our 
that must be filled, so everyone final total to $1,100. 
has an excellent chance for a part. One answer that was declared in-
Reaffirms Policy 
Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, chairman of the Board of Higher 
Educa.tion of the City of New York, appeared on WNBC-TV's Direct 
Line program on Sunday March 3 at 1 P.M. He reaffirmed the board's 
pi·esent policy of free tuition for candidates for a bachelor's degree 
at the City University. 
·"Mr. Roberts," a rollicking mil- correct By the moderator, John K. 
itary comedy set in the South .M. McCaffery was contested by 
P,acific towards the end of World Mr. Lowell. The question, "What 
War ·II, will be presented on Fri- boxer held three world chamJJion- Dr. Rosenberg stated that he foresees no cut in state allocations 
day and Saturday, May 3rd and ship titles simultaneously?," Mr. , to the Board of Higher Education. However; no mention was made of 
4th, in the Baruch Auditorium. Lowell insisted that the correct possible increases for students pursuing courses other than those per­
Tickets will go on sale shortly answer was Barney Ross, but· ac- taining to a bachelor's degree. Such increases might become necessary 







wC: in order to retain a free tuition policy for seekers of a baccalaureate 
REMEMBER THE BLOOD BANK! Henry Armstrong. degree. 
The success of the program will 
depend entirely on student reaction 
and participation, as wen as sup­
port of the faculty and administra­
tion. Many of the suggested "in­
novations" have already proven 
successful at other schools. 
Big Bro�hers 
'Fhe Big Brother Committee of 
Sigma Alpha (Delta Chapter), the 
Honor Society, has made cards 
available to all Freshmen having 
questions regardirig school work 
and student activities. The cards 
containing the names and tele­
phone numbers of upper-classmen 
of the Society may be obtained in 
Room 104 of the Student Center. 
Since the primary purpose of 
Sigma Alpha is to render service 
to all Baruchians, both members 
of the faculty and the student body 
are invited to offer suggestions to 
the Society by writing to Box 954 
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Orchids-Part II 
Add to the roster of our dedicated faculty members 
another peachy pedant: an accounting instructor who issued 
an incorrect homework assignment, then sent post cards to 
each of his students in time to arrive at their homes · on 
Saturday with the correct assignment. 
We welcome your nominations for The Reporter's un­
official Dedicated Teacher Award. 
Blood Bank 
When one human being prefers not to help_ another, that 
is indeed sad. But when he refuses to help himself, it is 
somethJng we simply cannot understand. At this writing, 
the Blood Bank committee has some 200 pledges. This is ex­
cellent in comparison to previous semesters, but when meas­
ured against the entire E.S. enrollment, it doesn't make 
sense. 
You are indeed a rare individual if you have never 
come into some kind of personal contact with a life-and­
death plea for blood; a relative, a friend, the friend of a 
friend. Always it is the same: either the money has to be 
raised to pay for this expensive fluid (for which no price is 
too high), or.it has to be replaced on a 2-for-1 basis. 
It can touch you or your family directly. Tlie details of 
the Bank's operation are explained elsewhere in this issue. 
The point is that the withdrawals cannot exceed the deposits. 
Any qualified student or faculty member who needs blood 
can get it as long as there is a Bank balance. Picture your­
self asking for a few pints of life . only to be told that 
there is none left. 
THE REPORTE R 
Nite Flashes 
Question: What is wrong ·with the 
movies and TV? 
I think the em­
p h a s i s is too 
much on sex and 
crime. The big­
gest attraction on 
inovie posters is 
a girl in a bath­
ing suit. The good 
TV programs like 
the Late Show are on too late, and 
the bad ones are on early. 
Richard Renaud 
N-M 
I don't think 
there's anything 
wrong with either 
TV_ or motion pic­
tures. I cl o n ' t 
think children un­
der 16 should be 
barred from mo­
vie houses during 
certain pictures. This is usually 
just a come on anyway. 
Charles Brokowski 
AAS-2 
I don't like the 
length and in­
creased volume of 
commercials a t 
night. There are 
not enough public 
service programs. 
I actually like 
nothing about TV 
except the Late Late Show. There 
are too many reruns and too many 
complicated plots. 
Ed Mintz-AAS6 
T h e r e  i s  too 
much emphasis on 
sensationalism for 
th� mature adult. 
I t h i n k  t h e r e  
should be some­
thing done to 
prevent y o u n g 
people from see­
ing immoral subject pictures. 
Veronica Del Genovese 
' Fr. 4 
The emphasis 
seems to be more 
o n elaboration 
and scenery than 
on subject mat­
ter. Just look at 
all of the spec­





There are too 
many TV pro­
gi?ms a b o u t 
crime and sex 
which corrupt the 
morals of the 
younger genera­
tion. T h e p r o -
grams that I like 
are 'College Bowl' and 'Open Mind' 




BERNIE 8. BEAVER, Esq. 
W ednesday, i\iarch 6, 1963 
Ill.I._ W_ir_ th_N_o_tin_g_. ·__,· l.�1 
By Marvin Gross Wirth 
Mr. Ulysses F. Finxe, Pres. 
U. R. Finxe, Inc. 
15½Lexington Avenue 
New York, New York 
Pear Mr.· Finxe: 
We are greatly surprised at your failure to respon<l to our fre­
quent requests that you settie your long-overdue account wtih us. We 
have no choice but to regard · this as a breach of the confidence 
placed in you by our having extended you credit. Unless we have 
your remittance by return mail, we will have no choice but to turn 
the matter over to our attorneys for collection. 
Very truly yours, 
Keemo Savvy Corp. 
This letter is typical of hundreds, perhaps thousands, 
which are being written and mailed every business day, a 
surprising fact when you consider that it is stupid in the 
extreme. The credit manager of Keemo Savvy, given the 
opportunity, would cheelfully punch Mr. Finxe in the nose, 
yet he has no qualms about calling him "Dear"! Furthermore, 
after informing Mr. Finxe that he is prepared tQ drag him 
and his reputation through the courts, he tells him that he 
is very truly his. There is no one I can think of who is very 
truly mine, sincerely mine, or even cordially mine who would 
think of doing such a thing to me. Mo;reo¥er, just to be cer­
tain that Mr. Finxe has no doubt who it is that is o·oino- to 
sue him, (but is still very truly'his), the company �am� is 
typed at the bottom of the letter, completely· disregarding the 
fact that Keemo Savvy has spent - nay, squandered -
considerable sums for a fancy letterhead. Obviously, we need 
some reforms in our business forms, as well as in some other 
accepted, so-called "correct" English techniques. This be­
comes even more apparent when reading letters from the 
birthplace of the mother tongue. It is not unusual for a 
British firm to knock out a literary gem of which the fol­
lowing is typical : 
"Gentlemen [a presumption if I ever saw one] : 
"We acknowledge receipt of your offer of the 14th inst., 
and regret to inform you that it is unacceptable owing to the 
fact that your prices are too high, your terms of sale unac­
ceptable, and your product wholly unsuited to our needs. We 
thank you for your consideration and beg to remain,, dear sirs, 
"Yours faithfully, etc." 
Faithfully, indeed! If they had really had faith, they 
would have ordered on the strength of it. 
� It is high time we dispensed with these asinine, time­
consuming and meaningless formalities and restore a · mod­
icum of intelligence to our business correspondence. If, for 
example, _our opening letter is addr�ssed to Mr. Finxe, it 
hardly seems necessary to say "Dear Mr. Finxe"; if he doesn't 
know who he is, it's no wonder Keemo Savvy isn't being paid. 
The "very truly yours" closing is, as pointed out, ludicrously 
contradictory. As for typing in the company's name at the 
bottom, this is fine for plain white paper, but on a letter­
head it is waste of man (or woman-) power and equipment. 
Alowing for an illegible signature, the typewritten name of 
the signatory should be sufficient. 
Decisive action is definitely indicated. Secretaries and 
executives of the world - Unite! (Behind this cause-, that 
is; what you do on your own time is your own business.) 
Not all of the inconsistencies and inanities of English 
occur in the office; far too many of them are sanctioned in 
the classroom. In an effort to correct one of them, I cordially 
invite you to join with me in the Society to Re(5tore and 
Preserve "Ain't" in English. "Ain't" is defined as a contrac-
(Continuecl on Page 6) 
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\ An Open Letter From the SC VP J i Help Wanted / Bridge Tournament
The Placement Office is located Draws, Enthusiasts Dear Fellow Students : 
Last year we called on you to write Governor Rockefeller 
to demand that mandated free tuition be restored to the State 
Education Law. Your response was overwhelming. Hundreds 
of post cards were sent to Albany. Two thousand five hundred 
students signed the petition presented to the Governor. 
Unfortunately, the bills (Zaretsky-Travia) to restore the 
mandate were defeated, but because of your support and that 
of students throughout the state, the margin of defeat was 
small: only ten votes in the assembly and eight votes in the 
Senate. 
The State University Boa1,d of Trustees has chosen to 
impose a nominal tuition of $400 per year at the previously 
free units of the State University. Financially this step is 
meaningless because under the scholar incentive program 
this same amount of money will be taken from a scholarship 
fund and returned to the students. This nominal fee must, 
therefore, be increased in order to J,,enefit the state's finan­
cial position. Without a doubt this is only the beginning of 
continuing increases. 
Is the same thing possible at the City University? Yes! 
The Board of Higher Education could announce tonight 
the imposition of a general tuition fee, just as they have 
announced the increase of AAS and Non-matric fees. As a 
matter of politics and economics, pressure will undou,btedly 
be directed at the BHE sometime in the not so distant future. 
We, therefore, ask for your help again. Below is a list 
of State Senators and Assemblymen of New York City who 
either voted against or abstained from voting last year on 
the Zaretsky-Travia bill. As constituents, your letters as well 
as those of your parents and neighbors, will have a definite 
effect on these legislators. 
John Dominsky 
Vice President Student Council 
Ch.airman Free Tuition Coml'!littee 
PLEASE WRITE TO RESTORE THE MANDATE OF FREE 
TUITION TO THE STATE EDUCATION LAW. 
THIS BILL SHOULD REACH THE FLOOR MARCH 11. 
Voted Against 
Assembly 
Robert F. Kelly (Rep.) - 7401 
Ridge Blvd., Brooklyn 
Fred W. Preller (Rep.) - 218-05 
100th Avenue, Queens Village, 
Queens 
Senate 
William T. Conklin (Rep.) - 7905 
Colonial Rd., Brooklyn 
John J. Marchi (Rep.} - 711 Forest 
Ave., Staten Island 
MacNeil Mitchell (Rep.) - 36 W. 
44th Street, Manhattan 
William F. Passannante (Dem) -
72 Barrow Street, Manhattan 
Bertram L. Podell (Dem) - 1155 
Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn 
Frank G. Rossett (Dem) - 295 
Ple.asant Avenue, Manhattan 
John Robert Brook (Rep) - 7 
East 75th St., Manhattan 
Dorothy Bell Lii,wrence (Rep) -
415 East 52nd St., Manhattan 
Alfred D. Lerner ,(Rep) - 155-01 
90th · Avenue, ·Jamaica, Queens 
A .. P. Savarese (Rep) - 109-42 
Park Lane S., Kew Gardens, 
in Room 303 of the 23rd St. Cen­
ter. 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY -
Female only, position in the legal 
department of an .international 
airline located on 5th Avenue near· 
Central Park. Prior legal secre­
tarial experience required. Knowl­
edge of French helpful. Starting 
salary minimum $100 per week. 
Refer to Code :t:J'o·. 240-58. 
SALES ANALYST- Male only, 
position with a consumer products 
firm located in Westchester. Prior 
experience in territorial reorgan­
ization and salesman's compensa­
tion plans required. Starting salary 
range from $7,500 to $10,000 a 
year. Refer to Code No. 276-11. 
COLLECTION CLERK - Male 
only, pofuition with .a trucking finn 
on 10th Avenue in Manhattan. Tel­
ephone dunning experience and fa­
miliarity with aging accounts re­
quired. Starting salary $90 per 
week. Refer to Code No. 29-23. 
GIRL FRIDAY - Female only,  
position in sales office of a food
distribution firm located in the 
vicinity of Canal Street and Broad­
way, Manhattan. Ability to handle 
a set of books up to the General
Ledger and steno skills required. 
Starting salary $90 per week. Refer 





February 25, 1963 
17 Lexington A venue 
New York, New York 
Dear Sir: 
In the February 4 issue of The 
Reporter on page 1, in the article 
on "Fees" the following statement
is made: "At present, the option to 
charge tuition fees at CUNY.rests 
with the Board of Higher Educa­
tion. The Board requested this right 
and has often expressed its desire 
to have it removed . . . . " It is a 
misstatement that "the Board re­
quested this right." The Board 
vigorously opposed the law that
gave them the right to charge or 
not to charge tuition. 
A bridge tournament - an innovation in the history of




being run_ by the Depa�me:1t of 
role of kibitzers. Student Life under ,the direction of 
The players ranged from begin- Mr. Richard Farrar. Mr. Farrar 
ners to masters. AU the partici- holds bridge and chess classes in 
pants received a prize. First prize the Student Center every Wednes­was taken b
)'. 
the team of Messrs. day evening. 
Sobel and M11lendor:f. "I am · very pleased," said Mr. The to11:nament was held as part FaITar, "at the turnout. I hope we of the bridge and chess _program can hold another tournament soon." 
Hillel Celebrates 
Fortieth Birthday 
By Walter Sobel 
Hillel, the Jewish . campus movement, is celebrating its 
fortieth anniversary this year. The organization's main 
purposes are to further the religious, cultural, social, and
educational values at the college<,;•�-----------
level. 
Hillel was initiated by Dr. Ed­
ward Chauncey Baldwin, a Chris­
tian professor of Biblical literature 
at the University of Illinois. Dr. 
Baldwin was disturbed by the Jew­
ish students' lack of knowledge of 
the Bible and their "escapist" atti­
tude towards Judaism and Jewish 
life. 
B'nai B'rith Sponsors Hillel 
HILLEL PRESENTS PURIM 
FESTIVAL 
The Evening Session B'nai B'rith 
Hillel Foundation will present· its 
annual Purim Feast in the Oak 
Lounge on Saturday, March 9, at 
8:30 P.M. 
Did Not Vote 
Will you please print a correc­
tion to this effect in your forth­
coming issue? The Board of High­
er Education, with the Alumni As­
sociations of The City University 
Queens of New York, is making every ef-
Assembly fort to have the mandate restored, 
The professor took his concern 
to 23-year-old Rabbi Benjamin 
Frankel, who, before his death four 
years later, established a Jewish 
Center at the University of Illinois. 
The rabbi also pleaded his cause 
before the B'nai B'rith organiza­
tion, which agreed to sponsor the 
Hillel movement in 1925. 
Featured in the progi·am will be
a square dance, Israeli folk dances, 
a comedy skit and a special sur­
prise act. The majority of the eve­
ning, however, will be devoted to 
social dancing. "Don't miss the 
party," says Myer V. Rossabi, the 
president. 
Refreshments will · consist· of 
Jewish "hamentash;" punch, cookies 
and sandwiches. 
Michael Capanegro (Dem) - 38-25 Senate and the kind of misstatement you 
__ P_a_rs_o_n _s _B_lv_d_.,_F_ l_u_sh_ i_n _g _, _Q _ue_ e_n_s_N_o _ a_b_ s _te_n_si_o _ns ________ 
1 
have made harms the efforts. 
Sincerely yours, 
Guest Editorial 
(In its continued support for free tuition, The Reporter reprints 
this articLe by the N.Y. State University Young Democrats) 
Gustave G. Rosenberg, 
Chairman, Board of Higher 
Education 
The sentence to which Dr. Ro­
senberg refers should have read: 
Tuition fees at the private colleges and universities in "The Board never requested this 
New York State have risen considerably in the past few right · · ·" 
d t · d f 
The editors regret this typo-
Since its start, ,the B'nai B'rith
Hillel Foundation, as it is called 
today, has acquired buildings on 
52 major campuses across the na­
tion, and has established four 
chairs of Judaic studies and ini­
tiated a scholarship and loan pro­
gram to students. This year alone 
$2,200,000 will be spent for reli­
gious and cultural c�nters at 24 
colleges and universities, and the 
membership in the Hillel move­
ment now numbers over 250 000 
years u_e . o 
rn�rease cost o operation. As you well know, graphical error and wish to affirm 
the adnnmstrat10n has always found these rises regrettable, the wholehearted support of this 
but necessary. This year the students of the State University newspaper to the fight to restore 
which has been traditionally tuition free (for the past 115 'the mandate. - The Editors. 
years) are threatened with the imposition of a tuition fee. 
This too is attributed to the rising cost of education. B loodm-o bi le 
You, the students of the private colleges and universi­
ties around the state are deeply involved in this fight. The 
facts are so batant that the student governments of the 
private colleges cannot afford to ignore them. What better 
excuse could the administrators of your schools present for 
another tuition increase? If the cost of education is so high 
that tuition must be charged at the State University (this 
is the reason given by the advocates of tuition) shouldn't 
the cost also be rising at the private institutions? 
This, then, is your fight too. Your help is needed to 
keep the State University tuition free; for if it is not kept 
tuition free, tuition will rise and rise and rise - both at the 
State University and at the private colleges. It is up to you 
to join the fight - letters, petitions, visits to your legisla­
tors will all help in this valiant struggle to keep the State 
University tuition free, and also to prevent tuition fees from 
rising elsewhere. 
The time is short - the job must be done, and done now. 
_Y ouT future is at stake - protect it. 










s�:�: Meets Thursday Nights 
minutes that you spend in the Stu- At the Baruch School, the Hillel 
dent Center next Tuesday may save. organization is located at Hillel 
the life of your husband or wife, House, 144 East 24th Street on the 
your child, or perhaps, your ow11. second floor. For evening students, 
If you cannot arrange to be in Hillel meets on Thursday nights 
the Student Center on Tuesday, from 8 to 11. 
visit your local Red Cross at any The director of the Society at 
time specifying that the pint of the Baruch School is Rabbi Mar­
blood you give is to be credited to vin J. Goldfine. He is assisted by
the Baruch Evening Session Blood Al Axelrod, the Hillel counselor, 
Bank. . who leads a study group on many There 1s no other source, for this interesting topics of Judaism a
precious life-saving fluid except regular feature at Hillel meeti�o-s. 
from you, the individual. If you This semester, a varied progi-:m 
have not yet filled out a pledge of talks, discussions, and social 
card, use the one on page 4 of this activities have been planned. These 
paper, and return it to the Depart- programs will include weekend 
ment of Student Life in Room 104 dances, concerts, folk singing, and 
of the Student Center. a bowling party. 
The admission price will be $.75 
for members and $1.00 for non­
members. 
Everyone is invited. Bring your 
friends. 
Corner 
· By Giuseppe Costantino 
HIGH TIDE 




of this yellow sand 
with their wings! 
This Isle is going 
to sleep 
into the high tide 
later, 
and my eyes 
disclose a winter 
without encl. 
I'VE HEARD SOMEONE 
CRYING 
I've heard someone crying! 
Was he a newcomer at the gate 
of life, 
or 
a mask abandoning the stage? 
I've heard someone crying 
upon the wall 
of the night. 
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Yo,ur School, and Yourself 
+ 
Fill out the application NOW - hand it in to 
the Student Coundl or Room ·104, Student 
Center. Come to the Blooc;lmobile on the 
second floor of the Student Center on Tues­





AMERICAN RED CROSS 
NEW YORK REGIONAL BLOOD PROGRAM + 
{PLEASE PRINT) 
NAME _________________________________ _ 
(SURNAME) (FIRST) (�lciDL£) 
ADDRESS ________________________________ _ 
(NUMBER) ( STREET) 
If you are registering as a member of a fir.m 
(CITV, ,ZONE, STATE) (TELEPHONE) 
or organization, please designate here :IIIS"'-----------�---------­
Donation Date=----------Dl!Y------'-------Time·--------'----
At ________________ �-------------------
The age limits for eligible blood donors are from 18 thru 59. Minors between 18 and 21 must have release form 
at bottom of page signed by parent or guardian. 
Please bring this appointment card with .you-and if you have donated before please bring your ,Donor's 
Certificate, too. 
A Red Cross physician will determine your eligibility before you donate. 
( son ) 
MINOR RELEASE (18 to 21 years) My (daug�tec) . , being under the age of 21 years, has my perm1ss1on to donate blood for the American Red Cross Blood Program. 
Dat ..,__ _________ 195_ 
BP :13 (Rev. Jon. '53) ,Parent or Guardian 
[SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE REPORTER AS A PUBLIC S�RVICE) 
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Operation Night Owl Begins 
To Elevate E. S. Student 
students we know are man-ied and 
a large percentage of this man-ied 
group have families. Such ties 
naturally and necessarily demand 
the time of the individual. How-
wives of married students, pos­
sibly on Saturday morning, at 
which time the wives would be 
given a b1-ief outline of the courses 
which their husbands are pursuing. 
Further, we wish to appeal to those 
married men who must forgo mar­
ital duties at certain times during 
the term to prepare themselves for 
exams. Wouldn't it be wonderful if 
four husbands who were studying 
for such exams could gain some 
peace and tranquility while their 
·wives spend a pleasant afternoon 
together? The question is: How? 
We suggest that the most natural 
place for these friendshi,ps to be­
gin is at the School. We propose 
that the possible organization of 
wives' groups be e;xplored as a 
possible addition to our present 
student activities program. 
By Maui-ice S. Joseph 
With Marvin Gross Wirth ever, a wife can and should be an 
As last semester drew to a close, The Reporter sowed the first seeds of its project asset to a college student in his 
courses of study. It is not unusual "Operation Night Owl." As this semester begins, The Reporter wishes to present a fully for a student to enter a· class in 
formulated "Operation Night Owl" program, a program dedicated to the elevation of the Evening Session here and say to a 
Evening Session student, for the benefit of himself, his school, and his community. .classmate: "My wife wrote this 
Why is there a need for a project of this nature? Where did the idea originally be- paper for me." In many instances 
gin? These seeds were first plant--�· -------------------------­ it· is the wives who do not only 
supply the criticism and do the 
typing of tenn reports, but who 
ed at the fall conference of the marital status, and economic posi­ city, if not Vhe United States. 'Fo 
properJy serve the needs of this New York Region of the Interna- 'tion are concerned. 
many-faceted group which co.m­
p�-ises the Evenipg Se,ssion student 
l)ody, we must first find t;he an­
swers to the question which con­
fronts us: What type of group will. 
we se.rve ? We hope that some time 
in the near future a large enough 
cooperative .effort ca,n be l'.l).ade by 
studept leaders to devote th!! many 
ho\jrs that .a project of this µnder­
taki,ng would consume, aI).d :with 
the support and assistance of the 
faculty and admi,nistration, the 
ne.c,ess;;i,ry eq,1,1,ipment will be made available. 
tional Association of Evening Stu­
dent Councils, held at the Baruch 
School last November. The theme 
of this seminar was a problem not 
peculiar to the Baruch School: "The 
elevation of the . Evening ,Sessio,11 
Student." At that meeting, it_ was 
found tht many schools shared this 
common p11oblem, but some of them 
had taken at least a few beginning 
st1-ide,s towa1:d a solution to this 
problem. A preliminary survey ,of 
conditions . pertinent to this topic 
by Student Council and The Re­
porter indicated that much could 
be done to remedy the existin_g 
situation at the Bam1c)l School. 
This preliminary i;;urvey was the 
"opemng shot" for "Operation 
Night Owl.'.' 
Ten Thousand 'Night Owls' 
The Evening Se,ssion st.udent 1 
bo.dy at the Baruch School nµm- i 
hers approximately ten thousand. i 
We have here a potentially vigor-: 
ous foi:;ce in any situation in which 1
1 we choose to mobilize and unite. However due to the too infrequent 
personal contact betv-:een those 
who care and the rest of the stu­
dent body, we come to class, soak 
up some knowledge and leave with­
out a real sense of belonging. What 
can give us. this strong voice? 
Most of us are of voting age and 
hold full-time jobs during the day. 
Each of us probably has a social 
circle of acquaintances to whom 
we could make known our views 
on any subjects directly affectinis 
our Jives. This cil·cle of acquaint­
ances could quite aonceivably num­
ber twenty-five or more, and pol­
itical psychologists will tell us 
that a man's opinion on an issue 
not directly affecting rum can be 
easily swayed by a few woi:ds from 
someone who is directly affected 
Student Body A 'Mystery' 
However, we have no profile of 
the group of individuals with which 
we are dealing. We need such a 
p...rofi,le and suggest that the 
sch9ol's new ,computer be used 
to compile it. Although we �-ealize 
that such a project wouLd neces­
sarily entai1J great effort on the 
part of all of those involved, The 
Reporte.r }vou�d Lil<:e to see such a 
project become a 1·ea1ity ir,i Evening 
Session. ·we realize that w.e are 
dealing with a much more complex 
group of individuals than Day Ses- This is only the beginning. Whiit 
other problems do we face? We 
are serving a student bo .. <;ly in which 
I).'IOSt pf the stud'ents have son;ie 
practical expei-ience in tl].eir fteld 
of special�zation. It ,is possjble that 
many const,ructive contribut�ons 
course coptents could be derived 
fro!)'). stµdents. At present there is 
a great demand for cou;rses in dat.a 
processing. I;[owever, in spite of 
the installatiop. of t) ,e new com­
puter eqµipme:rit mentioned earlier, 
· these courses are only offered dur­
ing t)),e day when it is impossible 
for those students whp woul<;l real­
ize th.e immediate benefits of such 
an opportunity to avail them­
selves of this instru,ction. Along 
the same train of thought, we pro­
pose an idea which has been used 
... successfully in other schools; _in­
- structor evaluation by students. We 
Maurice Joseph, Special f>rojects feel that a mature student body, 
Editor. offe1-ing constructive ci-itidsm to 
sioI)., as our student body is more 
largely mixed between sin&le and 
mari-ied students, covers many in­
come brackets and walks of life. 
We believe that the number of 
foreign-born students attending the 
Baruch School on a percentage 
basis is one of the largest in the 
any instructor so desi1-ing it and 
requesti<ng it would be more bene­
ficial to theil1 course of study than 
any harm which the immature few 
might do under such a system. 
Plans for Married .. Stud�nts 
But what ,of the social position 
of the student body? Many of our 
do the actual research and prepa­
r,;1,tion,. Act4ally, an instructor 
marking a marded student on his 
term's work is giving a grade not 
to an individual ·but to a family. 
We believe this type of concerted 
effort is quite ·important as com­
mon interests provide ·harmony at 
home and lighten the burden of 
the ambitious young husband who 
is both breadwinner and student. 
To further promote this idea, we 
suggest a program to bring wives 
into active participation in the ac­
tivities program of the Baruch 
School. (This has been done suc­
cessfully at other institutions of 
higher learn'inge) For example, at 
Drexel Institute of Technology, in 
P hiladelphia, for a nominal fee, a 
,vife is allowed to attend classes 
with her husband. At City, we 
Fealize that due to space limita­
tions, this would be an impossibil­
ity. In�tead, we propose an orien­
tation program to be held for the 
A dream f9r the far distant fu­
tµre is a baby-sitting service to 
allow those families who are so 
tied down to get a chance to enjoy 
an evening away from the hum­
drum liJe forced upon them by 
jobs, school, and young parenthood. 
Two Immediate Goals 
We realize that all that we have 
proposed is an enormous under­
taking, one which the present ed­
;torial board does not expect to see 
fulfilled while it is in office. How­
ever, we have set for our immedi, 
ate goals two special points. The 
first of these is that we as.k each 
and every reader of this paper to 
let us know his ideas on .such a 
project, even if it only be as much 
as an encouraging "yes" in support 
of our proposals. And second, we 
plan a dance only for married stu­
'dents and their spouses some time 
later in the semester at which 
time we might begin to know and 
understand the problems of this 
particular group which comprises 
a large portion of our student 
body. With this as a beginning, we 
hope that OPERATION NIGHT 
OWL can become a reality instead 
of a talked-of dream. 
We stress again that although 
we are willing to take on the bulk' 
of the work now, we can't even 
begin unless you, the readers, tell 
us that you would like us to un­
dertake the things we have sug­
gested. We ask you once again to 
please make this as important a 
part of your next week's school 
routine as going to class, and let 
u� know your feelings on OPERA­
TION NIGHT OWL. 
by it. Thus, using these broad as- rr===========ij i�--------------, sumptions, is it not possible that 
the 10,000 members of our sfudent 
body could influence a quarter of 
a million votes on a' subject like 
continued free tuition? 
Apathy Chief Cause 
PHI · LAMBDA DELTA 
SMOKER 
Friday, March 8, 1963 
Book Offer: Edited Dore Ogrizek 
"THE WINTER BOOK OF 
SWITZERLAND" 
Handy Guide to Winter Sports 
383 pages. Illust. color $2.50 
MIDNIGHT BOOKS 
Box 101, Wyckoff Bgts. Station 
Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 
HAROLD LEVENTHAL PRESENTS 
·The Chad
Mitchell Trio
SAT. EVE. MAR.16, 1963 at 8:40 P.M. 
TOWN HALL 123 w. 43 st N. v. c. 
TIX1 ss.n1. 3.oO, 2.aO r.:xcLUs1ve: tt:APP "•co"D• The main reason for this lack 
of force, politically, economically, 
and socially is an apathy on the 
8:30 
1111...----------' 
part of the student body. The stu-
"All Queens Fraternity" dent leaders have known and com-
plained of this apathy for many 36-23 164th St., Flush. 
years, but have done nothing more (Near LIRR Station) 


















==::! board of The Reporter stands pre
- = 
pared to set forth the reasons for 
, this apathy ,and offer its first pro- r ' ' I / I 
posal towards the end of a cer-
®
tainly not insurmountable problem. f T'S '
/ 
Apathy, in our present situation, 
( '\ means a lack of interest, not in 1/ 
the curriculum, but in the other \ I
L 
f 
aspects and offe1-ings of · co1lege 
�- fJ 
life. In Evening Session, we offer 
a varied student activities pro­
gram. However, this program is 
highly imitative of the Day Ses-
sion program which is geared for 
A S NA pf and offered to approximately 2000 
students, most of whom, without 
any official statistics, are prob-
TO STU D '{ AN D ably between 17 and 22 years of 
age and unmarried. The age and 
REV f E W W f TH marital status of the Day Session 
student body is a nationally ac­
cepted fact in any profile of this 
group, and the Day Session student 
activities program is perfectly 
geared for this group. In Evening 
Session, we are quite sure that we 
are dealing with a different group 
of individuals, insofar as age, 
BARNES & NOBLE 
COLLEGE OUTLINE 
, :· SERIES 
• • I 
On Display at Your Bookstore 
JET to MIAMI BEACH THIS EASTER 
ON THE ATLANTIC & WESTERN COLLE.GE SPECIAL 
Everyone had such a ball on our COLLEGE INTERSESSION TOUR that we had to 
do it again. H�rl;l it is, all the fun and excitement of Miami Beach afi low, lo-w rates 
on Atlantic & Western's COLLEGE EASTER VACATION SPECIAL. 
MIAMI BEACH JET TOURS 8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS INCLUDING 
• ROUNDTRIP JET FLIGHTS STAY AT THESE LUXURIOUS 
• ROUNDTRIP LIMOUSINES AIRPORT /HOTEL OCEANFRONT HOTELS 
• HOTEL FOR SEVEN NIGHTS (dble. occup.) b'1i1�i��- .. ·-· · . .... $:�rn 
• DELICIOUS MEALS SANS SOUCI 182.50 
• 1963 SEDAN at your disposal g:f �l�LE 
O 
��:�g 
Add $6.00 to rate VERSAILLES ____ 182.50 




NEW YORK 165 w. 46Ul.ST. JU 6-.1950 
QUEENS 97-63 QUEENS BLVD. Corner 64 th. Road TW 6-3600 
BROQKLYN 20 DEKALB AVE. UL 8-7 7 00 
HICKSVILLE l.1.16 No. Jerusalem Ao GE 3•2200 





fun, be in Room 403 of the Student 
Center Friday, March 8, at 6 :30 
P.M . 
HILLEL 
THE R EPORTER Wednesday, March 6, 1963 
The College Placelllent Office: 
Your Joh Guidance Center 
By Richard Spaniardi 
The Evening Sessio11 Accounting 
Society will sponsor an "Academic 
Workshop" 'in the Marble Lounge 
of the Student Center on Monday, 
March 11, at 10 P.M. This discus­
sion is intended to help clarify 
whatever difficulties the student 
may -be -having with his class \vorkr 
All pe1>sons , seeking assistance in 
their accounting studies are cor­
dially invited to attend. Refresh­
ments will be served. 
The next meeting of Hillel will 
be held on Thursday, March 7 in 
the Oak Lounge at 8:30 P.M. The Placement Office, Room 303, under the direction of Mr. Lawrence Lansner, has 
Hillel's couns�lor, Al Axelrad,. a file containing p_ositions open for students interested in employment. All currently regis­will _ SJ?eak on the traditions of tered students and all graduate students are eligible to make use of these facilities at Pu
t���ing and general socializing absolutely no cost or obligation on their part. 
will follow at 9:30. Refreshments This service was instituted about· ·@•-
-----------------------­
will be served. Everyone is invited. thirty years ago, originally for use Ave. ad agency will not have to mands and gets $90 to $100, again 
CAMERA Cl..UB 
Don 't miss the annual Purim of the Day Session Students; how- offer as large a salary for com- depending on the circumstances. 
Festival on Saturday, March 9, in ever, sometime shortly after World petent help because of the keen Students interested in changing the Oak Lounge at 8:30 P.M. competition for that position. Thus jobs or in seeing just what exists War II the service was extended an applicant would be willing to in their field. can inquire .in the 
· The Evening Session Camera 
Club will hold an indoor shooting 
session in room 307 of the Student 
Center, Thursday evening, March 
7th, starting at 9 :30 a :nd ending 
�t 11 :00. 
NEW HOUSE PLAN to Evening students and about ten accept $60 for such a position. Ac- Placement office from Monday 
New Co-ed House Plan seeking years ago was further expanded to 
1 
_c_o _u_nt_i1_1g_ o_n _t _h_e_o_ t_h _er_ h_ a_n _d _d _e-_t _hr_·o _u _gh_T_h_u_rs_d_a _y _ f_ro_ m_5 _to __ 8:_3_0. 
'Robert S. Williams will give a 
15 minute lecture and demonstra­
tion on how to light the model. 
'Bring black and white fi'lm only 
fclr the shooting session. 
All Camera Club members are 
urged to attend. Avoid the use of 
tri-x film for the shooting session; 
.use a slower film. 
members over 21. include alumI)i. The service pro-
This group of Evening Sesl?ion vided does not begin and end with students invites all to join and 







mutual interests. urms es many ? 17,r va ua e a1 s. 
Their first social get-together �r. Lan_sner sa!d, A student _can 
will be held in the House Plan fmd �ss1stance m career plannmg, 
Lounge on Wednesday, March 12 �raftmg res_umes an_d even pr�par,: 
and Friday, March 15 at 9 P.M. mg for the �?b, huntm� comp:1-ign. . Room 304. Refreshments to be He added, . We provide guidai:ice m 
d and counselmg equal to executive se
�:u�e Plan is always looking counse�ing and co�parable . to ,,the 
CARVER CLU8 for new members. There are many expensive commercial agencies. 
:Last month, we went skiing in activities 'scheduled for the com- 85% Males 
'tn;e Catskills; last week, bowling; ing months such as: 
this week, it's "Stop The World I 1. Movie and Dance Applicants at the Placement,.Of-
Want to Get Off," followed by a 2. Fun Weekend at a resort. 
fice are predominantly male (about 
<!inner party; next week, The Mu- 85 to 90 per cent) which is approx-
semn of Natural History to see an 3. Many Friday night dances. imately in keeping with the Eve-
,exhibit of African Culture. Forth- Hope to see you soon! ning Session student body registra-
-coming events include; The Penn ti.on with most of the emphasis on 
Relays in Philadelphia, Carver's S.A.M. accounting and related fields on 
Annual Fashion Show in May (al- On April 22, the Society for the which, 3:8 Mr. Lansner said,".·. the 
ways considered by many to be Advancement of Management will reputation of the Baruch School 
;the swingingest social event of the present its first annual business pri1;1arily rests." .1:he �tudent ap­
:E.S. year), and a week-end at a and trade show. This year's theme plymg_ for a position m manage­
dude ranch. Sandwiched in will be will be office machines. The pur- me1�t is _ warned by the Placem�nt 
meetings, guest speakers, and par- pose of this presentation is to fa- Office du:ector to �eware of all: m­
ties, parties, parties. miliarize future businessmen with herent misconception of the field. 
Membership is open to all E.S. the advances that have been made About one-per �e;1t of employer 
s'tudents, so if you wjsh to be in- with office machines to eliminate requests are exphcitly for manage­
dueled in all the excitement and time-consuming procedures. ment personnel because generally, ----'-------------------· ------ when an employer seeks a manage­
Ford Recruits 
College .Grads 
Ford Motor Company will seek 
:)21 college and university grad­
uates in 1963 for the company's 
two-year trai11ing .1i'rogrlJ,m. 
Kenneth D. Cassidy, vice presi­
dent - industrial relations, saia a 
team of Ford recruiters will con­
duct some 8,100 jnterviews oh 130 
campuses throughout, the country. 
James M. Osbome, 'Ford College 
recruiting manager,' said · the 921 
graqµates sought this year repre­
sent specific requests from vanous 
-company components. Included are 
168 positions in engineering and 
research, 272 in manufacturing, 191 
in finance, 168 in sales and mar­
keting, 39 in purchasing and traf­
fic and a total of 53 in industrial 
rel�tions, product, planning, $tyling 
.and public relation�. ,:,· . 
Ford's two-yeitr tr.ai).'ling pro­
gram consists of three. to four as­
signments of increlJ,sing respon­
sibility in the staff. or divisiQn .to 
which the graduate is. assigned. 
ADVERTISEMEN'T ,,, 
,JOBS IN EUROPE 
,.Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
Mar. 1, 1963 - Would you like to 
work at a Swiss resort1 a Norwe­
gian farm, a German, factory, a 
construction site in Spain, or a 
summer camp in France? Thou­
sands of paying summer jobs, (some 
offering $190 monthly) are avail-
City U Enrollment 
Leads Nation 
With a total-enrollment of 93,214 
the City University of New York, 
composed of the four senior city 
colleges and three community col­
leges, is now the largest higher 
educational complex in the nation, 
according to a recent survey by 
the University of Cincinnati. The 
next largest are the University of 
California, with 91,045, and the 
State University of New York, 
with 68,625. The totals include 
full-time and part-tin1e enroll­
ments. In ·full-time enrollments the 
City University is third, with 37,-
655, following the University of 
California (56,519) and the State 
Univer�ity. of New York (48,452). 
Hobby Show 
Bamchians having interesting 
hobbies suitable for display in the 
Student Center are requested to 
leave their names and where they 
may be reached and a brief descrip­
tion of the hobby in Room 104 of 
the Student Center. Clotilde Chidi­
chimo, chairman of the Cultural 
Committee of the Sigma Alpha 








�t���!�a- Students of the Baruch School 
ti.on Service, celebrating its 6th are invited to attend a lecture by 
Anniversary, will award TRAVEL Mr. Harold F. Smiddy. Mr. Smid­
GRANTS to first 1500 applicants, dy, former president of the Acad-
For 20-page Prospectus, com- emy of Management, will speak plete selection of European jobs " . . . ,, 
ment trainee, an analysis of the re­
quirements indicate that he is look­
ing for an accounting oriented stu­
dent or a secretary or a book­
keeper. 
Professional Interview 
After filling out an application, 
an appointinent is usually sched­
uled for the job-seeker ,vith a pro­
fessional interviewer who will dis­
cuss job objectives and, when nec­
essary, suggest a. series of tests at 
the Counseling and Testing Office. 
"An important aspect of our func­
tion," stated Mr. Lansner, "is 
Reality Testing which is the actual 
meeting of employer and prospec­
tive employee." It is felt that such 
a meeting is mutually advantage­
ous because it allows the student 
to experience an actual job inter­
view and to learn what, attributes 
an employer seeks and permits the 
employer to clearly determine his 
own requirements. All information 
obtained by the Placement Office 
is held in strictest confidence, and 
· any results of tests or grades .re­
quested by a firm requir,es the 
permission of the student. 
Many Unfilled Jobs 
There is a continuous flow of jobs· 
through this office. The Reporter 
usually runs an ad for two or three 
current positions but there are three 
which have not been filled, and an 
extensive file has been built con­
taining some of the top names in 
Accounting, Business, Advertising 
and Manufacturing. Salaries of­
fered vary from one job· classifica­
tion to another, from one firm to 
another and often to location of' 
the company. A top name Madison 
BYE 
Wirth Noting ... 
(Continued from Page 2) 
tion for "am not," a word which, the dictionary hastens to 
point out, is not regarded as "good form." Why the hell not? 
"Doesn't" suffices for "does not" and "don't," "won't," 
"can't," etc., are all acceptable, Why ,,this unreasonable dis­
crimination against "ain't," especially when there is . so ob­
vious a need for it? Its unfavorable condition renders many 
thoughts difficult if not impossible to express. Consider the 
pristine simplicity of this sentence: "I am entitled to more . 
money, ain't I?" as compared to: "I am entitled, etc., am I 
not?" An awkward and pretentious-sounding mouthful. 
"Aren't I," a popular substitute, is simply wrong. 
The restoration of "ain't" to the language is important 
and necessary; I ain't kidding. 
In order to allow sufficient space for "ain't", let's elim­
inate those four paragons of linguistic lunacy, "shall-will" 
and "should-would." In an excellent little paperback entitled 
The Miracle of Language, Prof. Charlton Laird, while meth­
odically demolishing English grammar, points out that the 
existing rules for these words were arbitrarily determined 
by an 18th-century mathematician. We are stuck with them 
and it is time to become unstuck. I would like to see the 
should-would rule abandoned, on a common sacrificial pyre, 
with that nonsense about ending a sentence with a preposi­
tion. 
I have always harbored considerable affection for the 
tweedy, pipe-smoking, non-violent types who inhabit col­
legiate English departments. Steeped as they are in the lyrical 
beauty of The Bard, bedeviled as they are by the linguistic 
mutilations of their students, one can hardly blame them for 
their docility. But the time is at hand for a bit of militancy 
for ultimately, it is up to them to render the changes in the 
language which would help to make us more intelligible to 
the rest of the world. We must approach that condition in 
which our words and sentences take on genuine meaning, and 
our English teachers must lead the way. 
Clearly, our language is getting out of hand. I offer,. as 
one example, Public Service Co-ordinated Transport, a vast 
transportation complex in New Jersey. Emblazoned on all its 
bus tickets is the slogan: "Buses for· all occasions." I can 
think of a few occasions for which they would prefer 'not 
to provide the buses but one never kri:ows who might be 
reading this newspaper. 
BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL 
Non-Profit 
Edocotional Institution * 
Approved by 
American Bar Association 
DAY AND EVENING 
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree 
GRADUATE COURSES 
Leading to Degree of LL.M. 
New Term Commences September 16, 1963 
Fwrther informntionmay be obtained 
from the Office of the Di·rector of Admissions, 
375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. NearBoroughHa/1 
BYE 
Telephone: MA 5-2200 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111"""""""""""" 
and Job Application, ,(enclose $1 on Orgamzmg for Busmess �n 
for .Prospectus,, handling, and air- Tuesday, March 19: at 7 p.m., m 




sehool,. to::,Dept. 1R. ASIS; 2Z Ave. 9015)._ . . . 
del· la LibeTte, · Luxembourg City, This lecture _ is bemg offered as 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. The a public service by the Baruch 
filist 8000, ,inquiries.' receive ,a .$1 School. It will be gi\,en under the 
•ct>Upon towards the purchase•of the auspices of _t!rn Mortpn ,Wollman 
new stil.de11t ,·.travel L•lDOok,•·1 Ea=, Fund and will be sponsored by 
.Learn and ::I'ravel ln Eu'rope:· .. , the Graduate �Division. 
Tix on Sale in Auditorium 6 P.M. - IQ P.M. 
Wednesday, March 6, 1963 
Matmen . .
(Continued from Page 8) 
in his attempt for a third title as 
NYU's Bill Howley came on in 
the final round to win, 3-2. 
Post's Joe Ingarozza, a 1962 
champion, was also defeated in the 
finals of the 167-lb. division. Steve 
Schmidt (167) of Kings Point re­
gained the title he won in 1961 
by a 3-2 margin. 
Other champions were Post's Ned 
Frangella in the 123-lb. class and 
Joe Avitable in the 147-lb. division. 
Heru·y Wittenberg, former City 
College wrestler, and Olympic 
champion, presented the trophies 
and awards to the winner. 
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MET TEAM SCORING 
Public M·edia Fail To Pres·ent FuH 
World Image of the United States 
1 
C.W. Post 4 
City College 2 
Kings Point I 






Seton Hall 0 





















2 3 4 Points 
2 0 2 80 
0 3 I 50 
2 0 3 44 
3 1 0 31 
1 I 2 31 
0 2 0 26 
1 I I 24 
I O O 23 
0 I O 7 
0 I O 6 
0 0 I 4 By James Hagerty 







A partial vacuum exists today in America - in public knowledge and understandi� 
1 It is aided in part whenever our news sources, printed and electronic, fail to present the 
1 whole world image of the United States - credits as well as debits. And it thrives on the 
2 citizen who doesn't seem to be interested. 






5½ concern to all of us. A vacuum - here at home, for there are always 
6 even a small one - can result in irresponsible demagogues of both 
6½ confusion and misunderstanding the Right and the Left who seek 
;=======================================ii to take advantage of any kind of vacuum. They delight in being 
dictator - and have withstood, in 
the long run,. allefforts to sub­
jugate the <ygnity of the individ­
ual to the whim of the despot. 
Aren't You Glad 
You 
Eat at the 
·ALADIN
Don't You Wish 
E�eryone 
Did 
Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree: 
some taste too strong ... others taste too 
light. But Vice.:oy tastes the way you'd 
like a filter cigarette to taste! 
©1963. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation 
(Next Door to CCNY) 
not too strong ... 
not too.light... 
Viceroys got-the 
taste that's right! 
drawn into jt with claims that they 
- the minute, but vocal splinter 
groups - represent and speak for 
the vast majority who remain si-
And today, the , whim of the 
despot is still the vital problem 
confronting the world. But this is 
not the time for the Free World 
to sit on its collective hands. to cry 
into it�)::>�er, to view itself �th 
self-pi,ty - an1, more dangerously, 
with self-feax.� This is a time for 
st,mding firm;' for a rededication 
to the basic belie:fs free peoples 
hQld dea1·, . 
lent, sometimes unconcerned, but 
more often uninformed. And the 
words of these minority frag­
ments are often quoted overseas, 
by our friends and our enemies, as 
indications of the' thinking and 'be-
liefs of all of us. 
I am not saying that we have 
reached this point yet. But the 
danger exists unless we are con­
stantly vigilan't, · especially- with 
Left and Right' radicalism · show-
ing signs of growth, 
Neither am I criticizing the news 
and public information presenta­
tions in my own industry. Fir from 
it. Day in and clay out, radio and 
television news departments are 
doing a tremendous job. And it is 
a fact that we have daily contact 
with far more ol our citizens than 
any other news media, 
But what I ask myself and my 
colleagues is: are we getting 
through to the American people 
as we should, as we aTe capable of 
doing, as we are trying to do? 
Frankly, 1 feel that a great wealth 
of information on all networks and 
most local stations got)s begging 
each day for more listeners and 
viewers, 
'Perilous Times' 
Everyone will admit that today 
we are living in perilous times. 
But throughout history free men 
have always lived in perilous times 
-for "freedom is a hard-won 
thing." 
I am sure that the ancient 
Greeks, facing the Persian hordes 
at Thermopylae and Salamis, be­
lieved that they were living 
through the most perilous times in 
history. And so did the Romans 
when the Barbarians sacked the 
Eternal City. Every brutal dictator 
who has sought to inflict his will 
on the people has created his own 
perilous times, from Attila and 
Genghis Khan right down through 
Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin to 
Khrushchev and Mao Tse-tung. 
But also throughout history, free 
men have rallied their spirit, have 
gained strength to resist from the 
knowledge that Divine power re­
sides in the individual, not in the 
We ha�e many ·credits on our 
side - many pluses on freedom's 
side of the battle. We believe in 
Almighty Goel and in the dignity, 
the ·�pirttual" worth of the individ­
ual. w,;; have a qec'ent respect for 
the opinions of mankind. We do not 
seek to degrade or to enslave any 
peoples. ' 
Militarily, we are the strongest 
nation in the world, but our power 
is , maintainefl sol,ely to protect freedom. We are· a prosperous and 
productive nation, second to none, 
and we ho;1estly' �ant to help other 
peoples to develop. We are willing 
to settle international problems 
through fair i:iegotiations. We have 
no colonial or imperialistic ambi­
tions. 
Our news media are the best in 
the world. Trained' newsmen do a 
monumental job clay after day, 
hour after hour, to inform the 
American people. Admittedly, some 
exaggerate, some sensationalize -
but they are exceptions. 
The American people are offered 
a tremendous amount of news and 
interpretation, but the discouraging 
thing is the lack of attention they 
give to even the most pressing 
problems at home and abroad. 
This is true in all news media·. 
fields - it is not peculiar to radio, 
and television alone. It is no secret: 
that newspaper comic, sports and 
society pages outdraw the front 
page in reader interest. It is no 
secret that an ABC "Bell & Howell 
Close-Up!" or a "Howard K. Smith 
-News & Comment," a C_BS "Eye­
witness," or an NBC "White Pa­
per" runs a bad second or even 
third to action-adventure, situation 
comedies or musicals. 
Advantages of Afr Media 
Television and radio have the 
advantages, over ,print, of immense 
circulation. Also, through sound' 
and sight, they afford our listeners 
and viewers a sort of personal par­
------------- I ticipation in the news as it d�­
TOWN HALL 



















velops. Our customers, if they so, 
desire, can see and hear it happen 
as it happens., 
I say "if they desire" quit 
deliberately .. For, this is the rub, 
· this is the •problem that should 
concern every thinking American­
especially college students of to­
day who will be our future leaders. 
For virtuaHy every time our in• 
dustry presents - on netwdrk or 
locally - news specials or docu­
mentaries on• important issues, 
there is a decided drop-off of in­
terest by the public. 
This attitude is a challenge to 
our nation, and a challenge that 
will have to be met by the broad­
casting industry. We ,vill strive 
all the harder to make our news, 
special events and public affairs 
presentations more interesting. We 
must hold audience inte1\est during 
the months between· crises ,by pre­
senting hard-hitting studies and 
documentaries of 'the problems that 
face America and the Free W orldr 
And all of us who care must 
dedicate ourselves to spreading the 
message of America - of our great 
strengths and our gre·at ideals � 
so that both ,vill survive. 
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Baruch Cagers Beaten By Fashion; M:atmen Finish S·e,cond! 
11,ree Game Winning Streak Ended In Met Championships 
Shooting as miserably as the weather outside, the Baruch Evening Session cagers had 
their three game winning streak snapped as they dropped a Q9-64 decision to the Fashion 
Institute of Technology on the winners' court, last Friday night. , 
The loss was only the third for • 
the Baruch team this season. It 
has won six times. Fashion con­
cluded its season with its ninth 
victory in 23 games. 
The Baruch team played J1linus 
its number two and three re­
bounders - Kal Liebowitz and 
Tony Falcone. Liebowitz, injured 
two weeks ago, has been lost for 
the season. However rebounding 
was not at the -root of the Evening 
team's defeat. 
ES lntramurals 
) Seek Applicants 
Dean-Saxe House Plan and 
the 'Chinese Bandits' are the 
first two teams to sign up for 
the third annual Evening Ses­
sion Intramural Basketball 
tournament to begin later this 
month. 
Mike Bratnick and Harvey Taylor won individual cham­
pionships, ancl three ether City men took third places, as the 
host Beavers finished second in the fifth annual Metropolitan 
Intercollegiate Wrestling Championships, held at the Win­
gate Gym, last Saturday. 
C. W. Post College won the<-----�------­
team championship for the third 
consecutive year. The Pioneers ning the first bout, lost the next two. 
Bratnick drew a bye in the 
117-lb. quarterfinals and then 
went on to defeat Bert Wasserman 
of Montclair 7-5 in tlie semis. In 
the finals Bratnick built a' 5.-0 lead 
in the first round, and won e8?ilY 
9-3 over Pete Dirlam of Wagner. 
The visitors managed to .take 17 
more shots than Fashion, but 
wound up with one less field goal. 
Overall the Baruch team hit just 
24 of 81 for 30%, its worst shoot­
ing game of the season. At the 
foul line it fared no better mak­
ing just 16 of 30 attempts and 
of'ten missing the first shot in 
one-and-one situations. 
City's depth showed in . other 
classes as four men reached the 
consolation rounds. Mark Miller 
Team as well as individual ap- (147) Marv Chasen (157) and Al 
plications are still being accepted Leydecker (167), won the consola-
by the tournament committee. Ap- tion rounds to give City three third plications are available in the Stu- place finishes. Al Siegel lost his 
dent Life Depa1tment, room 104 of final match and finished fourth in the Student Center and in The Re- the 130-lb. division. Marshall Lelchuk 
porter office, room 311 of the cen- Al Fein (177) won his first up three fouls trying to guard the ter. match 4-1, but lost 5-3 to the de-
Beaver center. However, in the ' All Evening Session students are Coach Joe Sapora fending champion Mike Spectko. He Still in Contention second half he came up with nine eligible to play providing they se- also lost 3-2 in a consolation match. 
Despite the poor shooting, the points and wound up with 20 re- cure 
a clearance from the college placed six men into the finals and City's· other three competitor's 
Evening team was in the contest boimds. 
medical office, located on the sixth won four individual titles out of didn't get past the first round. 
right down to the final two min- floor of the 23rd St. building. Ap- the ten weight classes. George Frankle. (123) lost to 
utes. Fashion built up a ten point Lelchuk was !ugh man for the plicants are urged to make ap- Post totaled 80 points well ahead Rutgers' Ernest Kasbarian 12-5; 
lead midway in the second half game with 19 points. He added 17 pointments for medical, examina-. of City's runnerup tot;i:l of 50. Mal Schwaitz (191) was pinned 
mainly on the left-handed jump rebounds. However, he missed half tions this week. Ki!1gs Po!nt finished _third with 44 in two minutes by Al Coffin of 
shots of Warren Vogel. But Ron of his 14 free throw attempts. All games will be played on Fri- pomts W1th Mon�cla!r State and Post; and heavyweight Bill Hudg-










of Newark bed for fourth �? 
:::�:�'.
assed 8-2 by Dan Deo 
the Baruch team to withi11 63·60 w1·th hi's ·season's h1'gh of 16 points with four minutes remaining. Rounding out the eleven school 
The Baruch team gained posses- before fouling out. He also grabbed competition were Fairleigh-Dickins 
sion of the . ball, but again their 20 rebounds, a total no other son (26), Wagner (24), NYU (23), 
shooting failed. le missed five Baruch playe� except Lelchuk has Hi,mter (7), Seton Hall (6) and 
straight shots. Fashion came back accomplished m many seasons. Brooklyn Poly ( 4). 
as Hildreth Fleming tapped in a Only Two in ,Double Figures .City coach Joe Sapora was sur-
rebound and Phil Kreizer h:it on a . . , . prised at the second place finish. 
layup with two minutes left. Free lnd_icative of Baruch s pooi Despite finishing its regular sea-
throws by Fleming and Vogel made shootmg was the fact tha� only son with a 6-3-1 record, the Bea-
it a nine point edge before Bob tw� men reached doubl� figures. vern were considered a third or 
Keidanz and Joel Bengiat canned Ke1dan_z a_nd Val �lark, both fourth place team at best. Sapora 
four free throws in the waning averagmg !n do�ble figures each commented that "I thought we 
seconds. had o�y 1�ne �omts. Clark fouled would be pushed out of second 
out with six mmutes to play. place. But the boys' hara work all 
Lelchuk Leads the Way Comacho and Kreizer each had through the season really showed 
With center Marshall Lelchuk 18 points for the winners. Comacho today." 
controlling both backboards and hit eight of 11 floor sh9ts aud Taylor's triumph in the 137-lb. 
scoring effectively, the Baruch pulled down 18 rebounds. Kreizer class was not unexpected. During 
team seemed in command in the assisted on seven baskets. Vogel the regular campaign the City co-
first half. Lelchuk netted seven totaled 14 points and seven assists. captain won eight of ten bouts. 
straight points to open a five point Earlier this season the Baruch The two losses 'coming during the 
lead for the visitors. But Fashion team defeated Fashion 91-85 in intersession: period when he was 
found the Baruch team slow in Hansen Hall. On that occasion it , out of shape. He was regarded 'as 
getting back 011 defense and capi- hit 46% of its sho�s. !he cold Val Clark having the best chance of any 
talized on the deficiency to fast weather and 30% this time were Beaver to gain a title. 
brealc effectively. 1 a little too much to overcome. day night in Hansen Hall, the Taylor started his championship 
Kreizer and Frank Comacho The box score : , Baruch �chool . gym. The early run in quick time. In his opening 
were on the scoring end as the Baruch Evening Fashion Institute g�es will _ bepm_ at 6 :30 and the match he pinned Fred Greco of Post Tigers rallied to tie the score. G F P G F P mghtcap will begm at 7 :45. in just 1 :40. Only Dick Duffy of 
Vogel's jump shot put Fashion �!�':.Yn
.;
l i. g 1: ��ht,�k, � i � Indivi�ual applicants . will be Post, the 157-lb. champion fash­ahead, but Lelchuk's one hanqer Hershko'witz o o o Herendeen o o o formed mto teams or will lie. as- ioned a quicker pin. In the semi-
tied the score. Comacho put Fash- ��;.�· c g � 1� ��:���· rf g � 1g signed to tea�s that are short- finals he decisioned Charlie Hough 
ion ahead again only to have elark, lg 3 3 9 Gold,. c 3 3 9 handed accordrr�g to Bu� Beagle, of Fairl�igh-Dickinson 7,4. In the 
Campisi ,tie the score. With 33 sec- ���J' rg � g g ��:l'�J;: g g g Tournament Director. _We also finals City needed a pin to help onds left to halftime, Comacho put Keldanz ' 3 2 8 Kreizer, lg_ 5 8 18 need students who are , mterested maintain its second place standing. 
the home club ahead 32-30 with a ���!i!fu g g 1i in r�fereeing, or serving as scorers Taylor built up a 8-3 lead in the pair of free throws 'and the Baruch - - - or timers. We can use anyone who first two rounds, and then pinned 
team never caught up. Tot;il 24 16 64 Total 25 19 69 is willing to devote an hour or Phil Pondiscio of Rutgers of New-
Steve Gold, Fashion's 6-5 cen- Baruch Evening . . ..... 30 34 - 64 two any Friday night to make the ark lnidway through the third 
ter, made the difference in the Fashion Institute ·· ···· ··· 32 37 - 69 tournament a success;" noted round. Th'e time was 7:20. 
early minutes of the second half. Free throws missed: Baruch (14) - Beagle. . The fall gave City an additional 
In the first half Gold was h�ld tra��;;, F�:rfJfi � Ei��:to, 7•G;IJrt: Three former i;1tramural play�rs point for a _total of 50. Ki�gs Pe�nt scoreless by Lelchuk and he picked Vogel 4, Fleming, Kreizer. have playe_d wit� the Ev:enmg had 41 pomts at the time with 
-------------------------. team followmg their success m the three finalists in the heavier class­
tournament. Most notable pf the es. Kings Point could have finished 
group is Val Clark who starred in second by winning the final three � �fiA [? Jii �A� !��- fct· 29A fit 1;.� last �ear's tournament av_eraging matches, one of them by a fall. 
9 106 51 .481 27 23 .852 24 35 125 13.9 24 pomts a game. Clark 1s cur- However the Mariners after win-

















: 1!� !� :�� �� � :��� �! 4� i�� it� rent!! starting in backcourt [or the ------------
9 66 25 .379 13 11 .846 48 24 61 6.8 Evemng team and averagmg 11 
i H � :m !i 
1
! :m ;i ii 1� li p
o
�:��-/,�;:{., who played in the 
a 18 4 .222 9 5 .555 23 12 13 LG fh-st intramural program made the 
� i � :m. f g :ggg, i g ! i:� Evening teii.m last year, George 
G s o .ooo 4 2 .soo 8 o 2 0.3 Thornton, who averaged 15 points 
1 
1J g :�8� g g :ggg i g i 0� a game in last year's play, has 
9 680 273 .401 219 132 .603 422 115 678 75.3 joined the Even
ing team at mid-
9 250 209 119 619 68.8 season. 
MET CHAMPIONS 1963 
117 Bratnick, City College 
123 Frangella, C.W. Post 
130 Barker, Fairleigh 
137 Taylor, City College 
147 Avitable, C.W. Post 
157 Duffy, C.W. Post m ������' �s Poir,>t 
191 Schiacchetano, Montclair 
Uni Neidzielski, C. W. Post 
Duffy Gets Top A wai;d 
Duffy of Post won the outstand­
ing wrestler award for the second 
straight year. He won three 
straight bouts by pins in a total of 
less than seven minutes. Duffy, 
fashioned the fastest time in the 
preliminaTy round with a, fall in 
1 :08. He also had the fastest time 
in the finals with a 1:29 fall. He 
and Taylor were the only cham­
pions to gain pins in the finals. 
In the most dramatic finale, 
Dick Barker of Fairleigh-Dickin­
son won the 130-lb. crown with a 
14-6 decision over Kasbarian. 
Barker built up a 11-5 lead in the 
first two rounds, but twisted his 
left ankle at the close of the sec­
ond round. Without being able to 
put pressure on the ankle, Barker 
still managed to hold his opponent 
off and r,etain his lead. HiS' per­
formance gave him three votes 
from the eleven coaches in the out­
standing wrestler balloting, - one 
short of Duffy. 
In the two heaviest classes Larry 
Sciacchetano (191) of Montclair 
and Gene Niedzielski (unlimited) 
of Post won championships for the 
third consecutive year. Both won 
by a single point. Spectko, another 
two-time champions was defeated 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Spo.rts Briefs 
BARUCH. EVENING 
The Evening team returns home 
this Friday night to meet the Eve­
ning team from the• College's Up­
town campus. Game time is 7 :30 in 
Hansen Hall. In December the 
Baruch team won 102-78 at the 
Goethal's Gym on the Uptown 
campus. 
TRACK 
,City's one-mile relay team fin­
ished third in its heat in the 
Knights of Columbus 'rrack meet 
at Madison Square Garden, last 
Friday night. 
